“More intelligent methods of dealing with storage
often yield efficiencies in operational procedures
and result in financial gain.”
— Kieran McCorry
Microsoft Exchange MVP

Capture, Discover and Report on All End-User Data
The numbers don’t lie: archiving is growing in importance to organizations. In 2006, organizational e-mail
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accounts handled an average of 14.7MB of e-mail data per day – 53 percent growth over 2005. A whopping
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68 percent of an organization’s unstructured data consists of unmanaged files and e-mail. And about75
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percent of corporate intellectual property is transmitted via e-mail. Whether the catalyst is storage savings
and improving e-discovery response times, or improving the end-user experience and sharing information
between business applications, the vast amount of uncontrolled data must be managed.
IT administrators need to proactively archive all types of organizational data so it is securely and efficiently
retained for a designated period of time. They need a solution to capture all e-mail and files that come into
the organization, tag the data according to future needs, centralize it in a searchable repository, and retain
it for no longer than required by policy. Since some data is stored in offline backups, this archive solution
should also allow IT administrators to discover from tape, back-fill the archive with historical data from current
mailboxes, back-up media and PST files, and pull network files into the archive. Lastly, IT administrators must
be able to report on the archive database to better anticipate growth.
Quest’s Archive Management Suite discovers all end-user data, captures it and reports on critical messaging
and file systems. It’s the only solution you’ll need to reduce storage costs and improve efficiency in e-discovery.

Archiving
Quest® Archive Manager captures, indexes and stores end-user data, including files and e-mail, helping you
to control data volumes, reduce storage management costs and quickly respond to discovery or compliance
requests. Through secure information sharing, Archive Manager empowers you to access and leverage the
knowledge buried in e-mail.

Recovery/Discovery
Discover and recover messages quickly using Quest® Recovery Manager for Exchange. This robust tool
allows you to restore individual, message-level items — including e-mails, appointments, tasks, contacts and
attachments — from regular Exchange backups and un-mounted .edb information stores. And you can do
so without setting up a dedicated Exchange recovery server. This capability helps you to reduce the cost of
e-discovery as well as provide end users with message-level data recovery services.

Reporting and Analysis
With MessageStats™, you can analyze mission-critical e-mail traffic and report on it. MessageStats provides
both business and technical reports based on extensive data gathered from the entire messaging
organization and the archive, as well as optimized in SQL-based storage. Its Report Pack for Archive Manager
also provide insight into service delivery times, traffic flow, storage capacity, inventory, financials and e-mail
usage so you can manage your messaging environment to meet strategic objectives.

System Requirements:
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ZeroIMPACT™ Archiving: Capture and manage new and historical data with no impact on end users.

to individual product information on
www.quest.com.

Controlled Access to Data: Ensure data is secured and share business intelligence with greater ease by
setting granular permissions to the archives.
Extensive Data Discovery: Manage data consistently with searching and reporting tools that facilitate
discovery of items previously available only to end users.
Single-Instance Storage: Reduce storage requirements through the ability to keep a single copy of all
messages and attachments.
Improved Performance and Stability: Decrease storage volume of e-mails and the load on your
messaging servers.

Recovery Manager for Exchange
Message-Level Recovery: Restore mailbox content selectively — including e-mail messages, contacts,
public folders, notes, calendar entries and attachments — to a specified location, without disrupting the
existing mailbox content.
No Need for a Recovery Server: Easily search, select and restore messages without using an Exchange
recovery server — saving both time and hardware costs.
Backup Support: Recover content from full, incremental or differential backups, including regular Exchange
backups, offline .edb files and MTF-compliant backup tapes; also, minimize storage space, cost, effort and
time restoring backups, as well as eliminate the need to modify backup procedures.
Powerful Search Engine: Find content in a single mailbox, single folder or all mailboxes in an information
store via any combination of search criteria; select and restore search results directly from the search results list.

MessageStats
Customizable At-A-Glance Dashboards: Find information fast using enterprise reporting dashboards;
customize reports with over 400 graphs and tables representing every aspect of Exchange operations.
Executive Summary Reports: Use top-level metrics to confirm operational success in service delivery,
understand messaging system traffic and capacity, and model financials for your Exchange environment.
Business Unit Reporting: Understand how e-mail facilitates your business objectives via multiple reporting
perspectives and several levels of Exchange data.
For more information on Archive Management Suite and Quest’s solutions for Intelligent Messaging, please
call (800) 663.4723 or visit us at http://www.quest.com/archive-management-suite.
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